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Subject:

"E" (deliverv schedule) of Purqhase Regulation -2017, provides details regarding delivery of material

against purchase orders and aso provides guidelines for revising deliverv schedule ofPurchase orders

after lifting of deferment. 
ti

It has been ob-served that in certain cases, after lifting of deferment, delivery

schedgle of purchase orders is not amended promptly, rvith the result that penalty gets imposed to the

s & can lead to unnecessary litigation-

d it has been decided that rvhenever lifting of

ndment in purchasc order shall be made promptly

with the purchase of different items in PSPCL may

effect.
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Chief EngineerAvlM,

,^ fjPct,Patiala.oL-brr/
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Instr i xtending the Delivery Schedule of Purchase orders

after of

t-

In refcrence to i{re subiect cited above, it is intimated that clause No. 8 of Schedule.
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wifh resnect:to. the remarks of CMD, PSPCL at NP-13, the comments are as
v v lll | |
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This oftice agrees with the comments of CE/TA&i'

Deferment in supplies are imposed and lifted as per requirement, with the

approval of,:Competent Authority, After lifting of deferment, amendment in

purchase O'rder for extension in delivery period is to be done promptly, Although

there are no instructions in Purchase Regulation in this regard, this should

generally take less than a week, If extension in CDP, after lifting of deferment

takes 'say' rnore than 30 days- and bills are presented by the firm during this

period in accounts department, then penalty shall be deducted as per delivery

period mentioned in un-amended purchase order, which can lead to

unnecessary litigation,

3. I:arlier, 35 :per prevailing practice, if lower rates were discovered in new tender

einqdfy, ttran firms, whose supplies are pending even after expiry of overall

CDp, were asked to supply balance material elther at old rates with penalty or 
l!

rates of nqw tender enquiry whichever is lower. But there were no specific ffrl
provrsion iin Purchase Regulations at that tinre. l-lowever in Purchase

RegulatioqS20lT (effective from 10,8.2017) a specific clause (clause no. 25,

Schedule.E) has been incorporated which provides the provision mentioned
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